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LED  technology  is  rapidly  penetrating  to  the  field  of  public
lighting.  Modern LED luminaires  caught  the attention of  many mayors
and  municipal  decision  makers  and  are  therefore  preferred  against
classical sodium based technologies also despite their significantly higher
price. In result of the quadratically increased interest, market with the
LED luminaires and systems is overhlemed by various sorts of products,
including  a certain  number  of  sophisticated  high-tech  luminaires  and
a vast  bulk  of  cheaper  and  thus  technically  much  less  advanced
luminaires. Because the market’s offer highly prevails over demand, it is
in question, what types of luminaires are installed in real instalations. It
belongs  to  one  of  the  most  important  role  of  the  lighting  society  to
independently  advice  municipalities  and  other  public  authorities  to
choose  the  appropriate  level  of  products,  without  preferration  of
a particular brand or type. Nevertheless proclaimed parameters are often
not reliable or even doubtful.  Luminous efficacy around or more than
200 lm/W, pretty smooth luminous intensity curves, lifetime of 60,000 to
100,000 without any relation to the maintenance factor is just couple of
examples. But not only products, also installations designed by unskilled
personnel or installations where luminaires are replaced piece-to-piece
without any support by lighting calculation may lead to commercial fail of
this promising technology, as a result of trust loss. 

LED is nowadays a huge challenge for research and development
which  has  to  speed  up  to  catch  the  tails  of  application.  LEDs  give
a tremendous level of freedom to design such optical parts that efficienty
direct  the  luminous  flux  to  the  illuminated  surface.  It  is  curious  that
many low-cost luminaires intended for roadlighting have a symmetrical
optics in the C90-270 plane. On the other hand there are luminaires with
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optimized  LIDC.  Current  problems  with  the  optics  of  LED  luminaires
account for impossibility to adjust the settings on-site (e.g. like offset of
sodium lamps) and known serious problems with the glare of tiny point
sources. 

Development  of  LED  luminaires  puts  focus  also  on  thermal
management  and  quality  of  electrical  components.  Different  novel
approaches  to  remove  heat  from  LED  chips  like  active  cooling  and
specific  constructions of  the luminaire body are being proved.  Control
gears are studied for reliability of operation with light sources but also as
consumer points in the lighting network. Big amount of electronics in the
network may have a backward influence to the supply as well as mutual
influence between control  gears  within  the same network branch,  for
example in result of the supply by distorted waveform. Current waveform
deformation also appears if the voltage is just within the normative limits
(Fig. 1). Due to high price of the technology, ability to withstand common
voltage surges is crucial. 

Fig. 1  Current deformation due to voltage decrease (within the normative limits)

Necessity  to  update  the  methodology  for  calculation  of
roadlighting  emerged  also  with  LEDs  intruding  to  the  sector  of  public
lighting.  The  CIE  140  Publication  which  is  now  being  finalized  for
adoption as the 2nd edition, will need further improvements right after
there will be enough scientific results to support the new requirements. 
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Topics  of  current  research  in  thes  field  are:  mesopic  vision
application in calculations, density of the calculation grid, interpolation
methods for I-tables assessment of glare. It has to be emphasized that
luminous intensity curves for LED luminaires are in some cases not as
smooth as presented by manufacturers, and provided as eulumdat or ies
data file, but having sharp peaks as like as illustrated in Fig. 2. Angular
size of the half of maximum luminous intensity can be ranged from 4 to
8°.  Thus,  illuminance  on road surface  then  peaks  between calculation
points  what  deforms  the  calculation  results.  There  is  then  a risk  of
discrepancy  between  calculation  and  measurement  not  only  in
illuminance but also the uniformity. For such luminaires, problems with
accuracy of interpolation is also evident. 

Fig. 2  Sharp peaks in LIDC of a LED luminaire

The  presentation  aims  to  summarize  the  status,  problems  and
experience with the LED lighting outdoors, with focus to road lighting. Within
a complex view the presentation will concern development of LED luminaires
for road lighting, assessment of LED luminaires of different types, experience
with the design, installation and operation of LED luminaires in real lighting
systems and strategic position of the lighting society to mark out the roadmap
for modernization of the public lighting on a national level. 
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